Students Love Reading With Relevance!
I started reading with relevance

and it changed me.

This program has given me the privilege to speak up and take
responsibility for myself.
that I improved in my reading. I’ve learned a lot in this program. In the book

~Jazmyn, 4th Grade, Oakland, CA
I liked Reading with Relevance because I could relate to it. The book we
I
really like Reading with Relevance because I feel like I could relate to what I
read. I’ve never really read any other books at school that let me see myself
like that.
~Eric Clayton, 11th Grade, Hayward, CA

Teachers Value Reading With Relevance!
--the ones who always seem to end up in the
lives right away. I was shocked when my students ran up to me on Monday
morning and told me that they couldn’t wait to keep reading, and that they’d
participate in the next session. It’s like they didn’t even know that it was an
academic intervention!
~Elizabeth Calleja, Redwood Elementary School, Crescent City, CA
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I take my Reading with Relevance teacher’s guide with me to every teacher
word with every teacher I know. This is a teacher’s anti-burnout tool

~Julia Ann Gillam, John Muir Charter Academy, San Francisco, CA

The Reading with Relevance curriculum has been an invaluable resource.
As a continuation high school teacher with three classes to prep, I’m tasked

with Relevance combines texts that are truly relevant to my students’ lives
the books are both engaging and accessible. Most importantly to me, the
plans are well-organized, in-depth, and forward-thinking.

They help me empower my students with knowledge
and skills that will build their character while enhancing their academic
performance

I want to be.
~Sean Gleason, Ralph Bunche Academy, Oakland, CA
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they need now--a way to connect and develop a relationship with reading
that is authentic, while improving skills and comprehension at the same time.
recent curricular history. It uses compelling literature that engages the student
reader through personal connection to their own lives. My students clearly
compositional passages. My English learners’ enthusiasm to excel through
As an educator, I would love to see Reading With Relevance in as many

credentialed teachers. Reading With Relevance is money well spent!
~Lyn Greene, English Language Development Specialist, Crescent City, CA

have been able to rely on the Reading with Relevance curriculum as a whole.
motivate my students to read. The relevant social and emotional themes
each day’s lesson. The discussion questions are well thought-out and have
are thought-provoking and require my students to think about the story in
The curriculum is extremely user-friendly, and
allows me to teach thoughtful, effective lessons with little to no prep time.

curriculum reduces my planning time with quality lessons and activities.
~Cheri Issac, Hayward Community School, Hayward, CA
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The Reading with Relevance curriculum is not only highly engaging and relevant
to inner city youth, but it can also save lives!
back to the streets, but then I read the book, and it motivated me not to quit
and return to gangbanging.”
writing and the artistic extension activities. They easily make connections
between the text and their own experiences. I have witnessed my students
make tremendous academic and personal growth, thanks to Reading with
Relevance!
~Antoine Lagarde, Assistant Principal, San Francisco Conservation Corps,
San Francisco, CA

After-School Educators Appreciate
Reading With Relevance!
I have never found a literacy program that has made
such an impact on the way our students approach life.

school should be expanded learning and not an extended school day. Within
days, they were convinced that Reading with Relevance had the potential to

Reading with Relevance has taken our program to a whole new level of quality!
~Denise Doyle-Schnacker, Kids 1st Program Coordinator, Del Norte County, CA
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I’ve seen this program blend two core after-school focuses--academic
instruction and social development--together really well. Reading with
identities, including race, class and gender, play out in their everyday lives,
and how they can be empowered by them. At the same time, we’re also
have an increased vocabulary, they become better writers. With the Reading
with Relevance curriculum, we’re able to blend academics and enrichment
~Noah Lystrup. After-School Tutor / Oakland, CA

Ready to Teach
Reading with Relevance?
To bring Reading with Relevance to your classroom or school
order through our website at www.readingwithrelevance.org,
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